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Abstract
The bottleneck of computation burden limits the
widespread use of the 2nd order optimization algorithms for
training deep neural networks. In this paper, we present a
computationally efficient approximation for natural gradient descent, named Swift Kronecker-Factored Approximate
Curvature (SKFAC), which combines Kronecker factorization and a fast low-rank matrix inversion technique. Our research aims at both fully connected and convolutional layers. For the fully connected layers, by utilizing the low-rank
property of Kronecker factors of Fisher information matrix,
our method only requires inverting a small matrix to approximate the curvature with desirable accuracy. For convolutional layers, we propose a way with two strategies to
save computational efforts without affecting the empirical
performance by reducing across the spatial dimension or
receptive fields of feature maps. Specifically, we propose
two effective dimension reduction methods for this purpose:
Spatial Subsampling and Reduce Sum. Experimental results
of training several deep neural networks on Cifar-10 and
ImageNet-1k datasets demonstrate that SKFAC can capture
the main curvature and yield comparative performance to
K-FAC. The proposed method bridges the wall-clock time
gap between the 1st and 2nd order algorithms.
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1. Introduction
Deep learning, whose success is inseparable from the
support of enormous computing power, has achieved fruitful results in many fields, such as computer vision [6][21]
and natural language processing [1][11]. However, for
large-scale tasks, effective training of neural networks is
usually time-consuming [8], resulting in a new request for
fast and efficient training methods.
In general, the training of neural networks is a process to
optimize the network parameters θ by minimizing the regularized empirical loss function L(θ), and the parameters
are updated as: θ ← θ−ηG−1 ∇θ L(θ), where G is a positive definite preconditioner of the gradient and η represents
a positive learning rate. In particular, if G is an identity
matrix, it will degrade to the classical 1st order optimization algorithm, namely Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD).
It and its variants with momentum term are current mainstream in neural network training. SGD adopts consistent
update step size for all parameters. As for 2nd order optimization, in this case, G contains more curvature or correlation information, such as the Hessian matrix in Newton’s
method or Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) in natural gradient method (NG). For a network with massive parameters,
G has a gigantic size of nθ ×nθ , where nθ is the dimensions
of θ, which renders it impractical to compute and invert it
directly. Only if we can get huge time savings at the expense of a little information integrity, 2nd order algorithms
will show more potential than the 1st order ones to fasten
the training.
This has motivated researches into finding the approximation of G and its inverse G−1 with low computational
cost. For instance, the well-known and widely used Ada113479

grad [2], Adadelta [26], RMSProp [25], and Adam [9] involve a simple diagonal approximation to the covariance
matrix of the gradients. Moreover, more sophisticated algorithms are not limited to diagonalization, but try to preserve more important correlations between parameters instead. Le Roux et al. proposed a block-diagonal approximation of empirical FIM named TONGA [23], where each
block corresponds to the weights of each neuron. It computes the inverse matrix of each block by maintaining a low
rank plus diagonal term. In 2013, Ollivier et al. also proposed a similar block-diagonal approach [17], except that it
used the standard FIM instead of the empirical one1 . In addition, some methods leverage the hierarchical structure of
neural network to perform block-diagonal approximation,
such as K-FAC [14], and methods in [7][19]. Interestingly,
in addition to similar approximations, they [7][19][14] all
Kronecker-factorized the block matrices, which can further
reduce the computational cost. However, for models that
have thousands or even tens of thousands of neurons per
layer, it is still too time-consuming to efficiently compute
the inverse matrices of those factors, which also results in
the consequence—compared with carefully tuned SGD and
adaptive algorithms such as Adam—that these algorithms
still have no significant advantage in overall time cost.
We present a much faster approximation algorithm for
natural gradient descent, namely Swift Kronecker-Factored
Approximate Curvature (SKFAC). Consider this case where
a large batch of samples are distributed to multiple nodes,
each node only processes a mini batch whose size might
be smaller than the number of layers’ inputs and outputs.
The covariance matrices of activations and pre-activations
are induced by the low-rank factors. Inspired by this, we
propose a low-rank formulation of K-FAC by reformulating
the FIM, such that the computations of preconditioners have
moderate time which is sublinear in the number of layers’
inputs and outputs. For convolutional layers, additional spatial structures of feature maps will bring out a sharp increase
in computational burden in the proposed method. Therefore, we further propose two corresponding dimensionality
reduction methods for the convolutional layers. We train
canonical neural networks to verify the advancement of SKFAC on the Cifar/ImageNet datasets. The results show that
SKFAC can not only retain improved convergence properties, but also tremendously improve the efficiency of computing natural gradients in large-scale networks. The contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
• We attempt to reformulate the Kronecker-factored approximation of natural gradient for accelerating the inversion.
• Two effective dimensionality reduction methods are
1 Please refer to [13] and [10] for detailed discussions of the difference
between the standard Fisher and the empirical one.

proposed to address the issue of too large dimension
in convolutional layers.
• We propose to only transmit the activations and preactivation derivations in distributed training to reduce
communication latency.
• The experiments of training neural networks demonstrate that our method can retain the good convergence
property, like that of K-FAC.

2. Background and Notations
Our work is an improvement method based on the previous Kronecker-factored approximation methods. The relevant background and works are described below.

2.1. Natural Gradient Descent
Given a train dataset Dtrain containing pairs of inputs
and target samples (x, y), training a neural network with
L layers can be seen as minimizing a cost function J(θ)
where θ = (vec(W1 ), · · · , vec(WL )) is a vector consisted
of all layers’ parameters in the model. J(θ) is the average
of the loss L between the model’s predictions and targets
over Dtrain :
J(θ) = E(x,y)∈Dtrain L (f (x; θ), y) .

(1)

The parameter optimization process of the natural gradient
descent algorithm (NG) can be expressed as
θ ← θ − ηF−1 ∇θ J(θ),

(2)

where η represents a learning rate and F is the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM), as given by


F = Ex∈Dtrain ,y∼p(ŷ|x;θ) ∇θ J(θ)∇θ J(θ)⊤ . (3)

It is worth noting that the expectation is taken over the data
distribution and model’s predictive distribution. The FIM
represents the degree of correlation between the gradients.
In contrast with the standard gradient descent, the natural
gradient descent can be interpreted as the steepest descent
measured by KL divergence instead of the Euclidean norm.

2.2. K-FAC
In natural gradient, the size of F is |θ| × |θ|. For large
networks with billions of parameters, it is impractical to
compute F−1 directly. In [14], Martens et al. proposed
a Kronecker-factored approximate curvature (K-FAC) for
the natural gradient descent, which subtly leverages the hierarchical structure of neural networks to perform a block
diagonal approximation of F and greatly reduce the computational cost.
Considering a neural network with L layers, we use A to
represent the activations of each layer and DS to represent
123480

the pre-activation gradient of each layer obtained through
backward propagation. The Kronecker factors of F are denoted as Ω and Γ, respectively. Taking the fashion of minibatch stochastic training, we use B to represent a mini-batch
of size M and E[·] to represent the expectation over the
model’s predictive distribution.
2.2.1

K-FAC for Fully Connected Layers

We first discuss the situation of the fully connected layer.
According to the idea of dividing FIM in blocks by layers
[14], each block of FIM can be factorized as
⊤
Fi,j = E[A⊤
i−1 Aj−1 ⊗ DSi DSj ],

(4)

where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , L. u ⊗ v denotes the Kronecker
product of arbitrary u and v.
First, K-FAC approximates the expectation of a Kronecker product as the Kronecker product of expectations,
as given by:
Fi,j ≈ Ωi−1,j−1 ⊗ Γi,j ,

(5)

where Ωi−1,j−1
= E[A⊤
=
i−1 Aj−1 ] and Γi,j
⊤
E[DSi DSj ].
Then, K-FAC designs two approximate forms, block diagonal and block tridiagonal. Here, we use the relatively
simple block diagonal approximation for computational efficiency. Only the FIM blocks located on the diagonal are
reserved. In this case, F and F−1 can be represented as:
F ≈ diag (F1 , F2 , . . . , Fℓ , · · · , FL ) ,

(6)


−1
−1
−1
,
F−1 ≈ diag F−1
1 , F2 , . . . , Fℓ , · · · , FL

(7)

−1
where Fℓ = Ωℓ−1 ⊗ Γℓ and Fℓ−1 = Ω−1
ℓ−1 ⊗ Γℓ . Comput−1
is much faster than
ing the inverse factors Ω−1
ℓ−1 and Γℓ
−1
directly computing F .
Here, we detail the size of involved factors:

Aℓ−1 ∈ RM ×nℓ ,
Ωℓ−1 ∈ Rnℓ ×nℓ ,

DSℓ ∈ RM ×nℓ ,
Γℓ ∈ Rnℓ ×nℓ ,

(8)

where ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , L and nℓ represents the number of neurons in the ℓth layer.
2.2.2

K-FAC for Convolutional Layers

In [4], Grosse et al. proposed the K-FAC for convolutional
layers. In general, by combining some additional assumptions, this algorithm has a similar form to that for fully connected layers.
For simplicity, the algorithm utilizes the expansion operation J·K defined in [4]. This operation extracts the patches

surrounding the spatial locations, stretches them into vectors and stacks these vectors into matrix. Besides, the convolution kernels are reshaped in size of cℓ × kℓ cℓ−1 where
cℓ and cℓ−1 are the number of feature maps and the number of input channels respectively, and kℓ is the kernel size.
Fℓ can be written as an expectation on the two-dimensional
space:
Fℓ = Ωℓ−1 ⊗ Γℓ ,
(9)
⊤
where Ωℓ−1 = E[JAℓ−1 KJA⊤
ℓ−1 K] and Γℓ = E[DSℓ DSℓ ].
Since the true covariance statistics are unknown, K-FAC
uses the empirical statistics for a given mini-batch to appromaxiate the covariance matrice Ωℓ−1 and Γℓ by following
equation,

e ℓ−1 K⊤ JA
e ℓ−1 K, Γ
b ℓ = 1 DS
e ⊤ DS
eℓ,
b ℓ−1 = 1 JA
Ω
ℓ
M
M |T |
(10)
where M is the batch size and T is the collection of spatial positions. Then, by employing the same approximate
method used in K-FAC for fully connected layers, F−1
ℓ can
−1
−1
−1
b
b
be efficiently computed as Fℓ = Ωℓ−1 ⊗ Γℓ .
Accordingly, the derived size of corresponding factors
are:
Ãℓ−1 ∈ RM sℓ−1 ×cℓ−1 kℓ−1 ,
b
Ωℓ−1 ∈ Rcℓ−1 kℓ−1 ×cℓ−1 kℓ−1 ,

DS̃ℓ ∈ RM sℓ ×cℓ ,
b ℓ ∈ Rcℓ ×cℓ ,
Γ

(11)

where ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , L, cℓ represents the number of channels
in the ℓth layer, kℓ and sℓ are corresponding spatial size of
the filters and feature maps, respectively. The approximate
b θ is then computed as,
natural gradient ∇
i
h
b −1 ), ℓ = 1,· · ·, L .
b −1 (∇W )Ω
b θ = F−1 ∇θ = vec(Γ
∇
ℓ
ℓ
ℓ−1
(12)

3. Proposed Method
We assuming a block-diagonal approximation to FIM
like that in K-FAC, such that every block corresponds to the
parameters of one layer. Then, the Kronecker factorization
applies to fully connected layers and convolutional layers,
because only these two widely used layers are discussed in
this paper. In this section, we demonstrate our main contribution, an low-rank formation of K-FAC for each block
of FIM for fully connected layers and convolutional layers. For clarity, in this section, we focus on one block Fℓ
corresponding to one layer ℓ. Although, by utilizing the
Kronecker factorization, K-FAC makes the computational
natural gradients of a large-scale neural network computationally feasible, but the inverting of Kronecker factors can
still spend many computational efforts.
Starting from K-FAC approximation for fully connected
layers, we first derived our main theorem for the low-rank
K-FAC approximation.
3
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3.1. SKFAC for Fully Connected Layers

Using Theorem 1, we get following equation,

Based on the block-diagonal approximation of Fisher
matrix in K-FAC, we first derive the low-rank inverse of
Fisher matrix. Recall that the independent assumption between activations and output derivatives yields the Krob (λ) ⊗
necker approximation of the Fisher matrix, Fℓ = Ω
ℓ
(λ)
(λ)
(λ)
b , where Ω
b
b ℓ and Γ
b
b ℓ , herein,
Γ
= λI + Ω
= λI + Γ
ℓ
ℓ
ℓ
λ is the damping introduced by [14]. The unknown data distribution causes the difficulty in computing the Fisher matrix information. To address this difficulty, we estimate the
Kronecker factors by the empirical statistics over a minibatch of training data B ⊂ Dtraining , |B| = M at iteration
t. The empirical statistics of the Kronecker factors over a
given mini-batch is defined as
b ℓ = λI + EB [A⊤ Aℓ ] = (λI +
λI + Ω
ℓ
b ℓ = λI + EB [DS⊤ DSℓ ] = (λI +
λI + Γ
ℓ

A⊤
ℓ Aℓ
),
M

(13)

DS⊤
ℓ DSℓ
). (14)
M

In Section II, we mentioned that A and DS are RM ×nℓ
and RM ×nℓ−1 , respectively. When M << nℓ , nℓ−1 , they
have low-rank structure. The approximation of above terms
over a mini batch suggests that the factors of FIM is practically low-rank. Note that although we assume the factors
of FIM having low-rank structure, the resulting approximation of FIM is not low-rank. Existing methods [14][4]
attempt to reduce the computation cost of the fully exact
b −1 and Ω
b −1 , where the
inverse of the Kronecker factors Γ
large matrices have to decompose into the low-rank factors
first. In contrast, our method utilizes the low-rank nature
b ℓ = Aℓ A⊤
of activation likelihood covariance matrix Ω
ℓ
and pre-activation derivative likelihood covariance matrix
b ℓ = DSℓ DS⊤ matrices to yield an low-rank formulation
Γ
ℓ
b λ )−1 and (Ω
b λ )−1 .
of inverses of (Γ
ℓ
ℓ
Theorem 1 The inverse of two Kronecker factors of Fisher
information matrix is derived as
b (λ) ]−1 = (λI + Ω
b ℓ )−1 = 1 I − 1 A⊤ Ω∗ Aℓ ,
[Ω
ℓ
λ
λ ℓ ℓ
(λ)

b ]−1 = (λI + Γ
b ℓ )−1 =
[Γ
ℓ

1
1
∗
I − DS̃⊤
ℓ Γℓ D S̃ℓ ,
λ
λ

where Ω∗ℓ
=
(M λI + Aℓ A⊤
ℓ )
−1
⊤
(M λI + DSℓ DSℓ ) .

−1

,

and Γ∗ℓ

(15)

(16)
=

Proof Combined equations (13)(14) with Woodbury formula [5][20], the claim follows. Complete proof is given
in Appendix. 

−1
⊤
−1
F−1
[I − A⊤
Aℓ−1 ]
ℓ−1 (M λI + Aℓ−1 Aℓ−1 )
ℓ =λ
⊤ −1
⊗ λ−1 [I − DS⊤
DSℓ ]. (17)
ℓ (M λI + DSℓ DSℓ )

b (λ) ]−1 as an example, the computation cost of inTaking [Γ
ℓ
verting the factors of FIM reduces from O(n3ℓ ) to roughly
O(M 3 ), where nℓ is the number of outputs of the lth
layer and M is the batch size. Therefore, as long as
M << nℓ is satisfied, our derived inverse procedure is
much more efficient than inverting the full Kronecker factors directly. Compared with K-FAC, the theoretical computational cost of computing the inverse
of Kronecker
facP
P
torsPof FIM is P
reduced from O( ℓ n3ℓ + M ℓ n2ℓ ) to
O( ℓ M 3 + M ℓ n2ℓ ). By parallel computing, the matrix
multiplicationP
in equations (15)(16) has a sublinear complexity O(M ℓ (n2ℓ /NT )2 ), where NT is the number of
computation threads. The steps is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 SKFAC for fully connected layers
Require: layer ℓ, batch size M , ℓ’s input Aℓ ∈ RM ×nℓ ,
ℓ’s pre-activation derivations DSℓ ∈ RM ×nℓ , damping
coefficient λ
b (λ) ]−1
Ensure: the inverse of damped factor matrices: [Ω
ℓ
(λ)
b ]−1
and [Γ
ℓ
b (λ) }, {DSℓ , Γ
b (λ) }] do
1: for Y, X in [{Aℓ , Ω
ℓ
ℓ
2:
M, n = shape(Y).
3:
if M ≥ n then
4:
X−1 = (λI + M −1 Y⊤ Y)−1
5:
else
6:
X−1 = λ−1 [I − Y⊤ (M λI + YY⊤ )−1 Y]
7:
end if
8: end for
Due to the reception fields existing in convolutional layers, Theorem 1 might not be directly applied to these layers.
Deriving an analogous low-rank K-FAC approximation for
convolution layers needs some additional approximation.
Next, we present the specific techniques for convolutional
layers.

3.2. SKFAC for Convolutional Layers
We begin by considering the inverse of Ω. Let M denote
the batch size, and let s be the size of spatial dimensions
of input feature map. If we apply Theorem 1 to convolutional layers directly like that for fully connected layers, it
is very likely that the size of the inverse matrix involved will
increase dramatically to M s × M s due to the exist of spatial dimensions. This is much larger than the original size
of Kronecker factors in most cases. However, it is observed
that when calculating the corresponding factors of A or DS,
the larger dimension (M s) is aggregated by inner product.
143482

This motivates us to obtain an analogous low-rank formulation of SKFAC for convolutional layers like that for fully
connected layers by reducing the size of spatial dimensions.
In the following, we propose two feasible methods for this
purpose.
3.2.1

Spatial Sampling:

From Equation (9), Fℓ is an expectation on the spatial size
of activations, and corresponding samples is s, which is
usually very large. If we reduce it to s′ and s′ ≤ s, Fℓ
can be seen as the expectation on a subspace T ′ ⊆ T ,
which ensures that the estimation is still unbiased. According ID, patches are drawn from the identical distribution, a
sub set of sampling patches can approximate the FIM well.
Thereby, we can subsample the patches to reduce the computation complex. Then, we have:

−1
bℓ
λI + Ω


−1

⊤
J
ÃK
≈ λ−1 I − JÃK⊤
M
λI
+
J
ÃK
J
ÃK
ℓ ,
ℓ
ℓ
ℓ

b ℓ = E(
Γ

−1
bℓ
λI + Γ


−1

′
⊤
D
S̃
M
|T
|λI
+
D
S̃
D
S̃
≈ λ−1 I − DS̃⊤
ℓ ,
ℓ
ℓ
ℓ
ℓ

(19)

′

′

where JÃKℓ ∈ RM s ×cℓ kℓ and DS̃ℓ ∈ RM s ×cℓ kℓ . The final
size of inversion becomes M s′ ×M s′ , which can accelerate
the computation if M s′ < cℓ kℓ .
3.2.2

Reduce Sum:

One of the most straightforward ideas is to average the
larger dimension. According to Equation (9), we first approximates the expectation on the space of the Kronecker
product as the Kronecker product of expectations just like
what is done on batches as shown in Equation (5).
We found that we could make the activations and preactivation derivations become low-rank without affecting
empirical performance by accelerating over the spatial dimensions. Namely, let Ω̃ and Γ̃ denote the approximations
of Ω and Γ by dimension reduction. And JĀℓ K and DS̄ℓ denote the acceleration of JAℓ K and DSℓ over spatial dimensions. The approximate Kronecker factors can be efficiently
computed by following equations,
X
X
1 X
b ℓ = E(
JAℓ K)⊤
JAℓ K
JAℓ KJAℓ K⊤ ) ≈ E(
Ω
|T |
T

= E(

1
JĀℓ KJĀℓ K⊤ ),
|T |

T

X
1 X
DSℓ )⊤
DSℓ
|T |
T

T

T

(21)

Then, using one of the above dimension reducing methods, we can further make the approximation for JAK and
DS:
(22)
Fℓ ≈ EB [JĀℓ−1 K⊤ JĀℓ−1 K] ⊗ EB [DS̄⊤
ℓ D S̄ℓ ],
P
P
where JĀℓ−1 K =
T JAℓ−1 K and D S̄ℓ =
T DSℓ are
just the sum of A and DS over spatial dimensions. Then,
by Kronecker-factorizing above equation and reformulating
the inverse factors via Theorem 1, we give the efficient approximation of these two inverse factors as follows,
(λ)

(λ)

b )−1 ≈ (Ω̃ )−1
(Ω
ℓ
ℓ

= λ−1 [I − JĀℓ K⊤ (M λI + JĀℓ KJĀℓ K⊤ )−1 JĀℓ K], (23)
(λ)

(λ)

b )−1 ≈ (Γ̃ )−1
(Γ
ℓ
ℓ

⊤ −1
= λ−1 [I − DS̄⊤
DS̄ℓ ],
ℓ (M λI + D S̄ℓ D S̄ℓ )

(λ)

(λ)

−1
⊗ (Γ̃ℓ )−1 .
F−1
ℓ = (Ω̃ℓ )

(24)

(25)

Let S be M s′ in SKFAC-SS or the batch size M
b (λ) )−1 as an example, the size
in SKFAC-RS. Taking (Ω
ℓ
of matrix having to invert is reduced to S ×
P S, 3 and
the computational
cost
is
dropped
down
to
O(
lS ) +
P
× cl )2 ). Therein, the matrix multiplication
O(S l (kl P
spends O(S l (kl × cl )2 ), which can be optimized by parallel P
computing again leading to a sublinear complexity
l ×cl 2
) ), where NT is the number of computaO(S l ( kN
T
tion threads. Moreover, for the sake of ensuring the batch
stochastic optimization, it should be noted that reduce sum
or subsampling is only performed on the spatial dimension.
The main steps is shown in Algorithm 2.

3.3. Low-Rank Natural Gradient Descent
According to the above discussion, we claim that we can
efficiently compute the natural gradients without obtaining
neither the full Fisher information matrix nor the Kronecker
factors. Depicted as equations (18), (19), (21) and (22), the
only necessary terms needed to record are A, DS and Ω∗ ,
Γ∗ . Due to the inverse operation of matrix is not linearly
incompatible, we instead summarized the history of A and
DS over the batches of training data by moving averages,
= (1 − α)Atℓ + αAℓ ,
At+1
ℓ
DSt+1
ℓ

T

(20)

DSℓ DS⊤
ℓ ) ≈ E(

1
= E(
DS̄ℓ DS̄⊤
ℓ ).
|T |

(18)



X

= (1 −

α)DStℓ

+ αDSℓ .

(26)
(27)

In distributed training, only Atℓ , Stℓ , Ω∗ and Γ∗ needs to be
transmitted, which results in less communication latency.
5
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We substitute the moving averages Atℓ and DStℓ into
equations (15)(16)(22)(23) to obtain matrices Ωλℓ and Γλℓ .
Following the computation of natural gradients in K-FAC,
it is necessary to compute the full Fisher matrix. Instead,
the natural gradients can be obtained in the form of matrix.
Here is the equation for computing rescaled updates:
b (λ)−1 ∇W ℓ Γ
b (λ)−1
vec(Fℓ−1 vec(∇W ℓ )) = Ω
ℓ
ℓ
b ℓ )−1 ∇W ℓ (λI + Γ
b ℓ )−1 .
= (λI + Ω

(28)

Algorithm 2 SKFAC for convolutional layers
Require: layer ℓ, batch size M , ℓ’s input JAℓ K ∈
RM sℓ ×cℓ kℓ , ℓ’s pre-activation derivations DSℓ ∈
RM sℓ ×cℓ , damping coefficient λ, subsampling amount
s′
b (λ) ]−1
Ensure: the inverse of damped factor matrices: [Ω
ℓ
b (λ) ]−1
and [Γ
ℓ
b (λ) }, {DSℓ , Γ
b (λ) }] do
1: for Y, X in [{JAℓ K, Ω
ℓ
ℓ
2:
M, s, n = shape(Y), Y ∈ RM s×n
3:
if Perform SKFAC with Reduce Sum then
4:
if M ≥ n then
5:
X−1 = (λI + M −1 Y⊤ Y)−1
6:
else
7:
Get Ȳ by accumulating Y over spatial dimension.
8:
X−1 = λ−1 [I − Ȳ⊤ (M λI + ȲȲ⊤ )−1 Ȳ]
9:
end if
10:
else if Perform SKFAC with Spatial Subsampling
then
11:
if s′ ≥ s then
12:
s′ = s
13:
end if
14:
if M s′ ≥ n then
15:
X−1 = (λI + M −1 Y⊤ Y)−1
16:
else
17:
Form Ỹ by sampling s′ elements from Y along
with the spatial dimension.
18:
X−1 = λ−1 [I − Ỹ⊤ (M λI + ỸỸ⊤ )−1 Ỹ]
19:
end if
20:
end if
21: end for

3.4. Implementation Details
Moving Average. To maintain running estimates of the
required A and DS, K-FAC adopted a simple exponentially decaying averaging scheme [14]. However, SKFAC
approximates the Kronecker factors of the FIM by considering partial information of A and DS. Therefore, we maintain the moving average of A and DS to alleviate the influence of random factors and enhance the robustness of our

method. In distributed computing, this can also further save
communication overhead.
Matrix Decomposition. Matrix decomposition is often the underlying support technique for practical inversion
computation and using the proper decomposition algorithm
for matrices with special properties can often give faster
computations. In K-FAC and SKFAC, all the matrices that
need to be inverted are strictly positive definite. Therefore,
we employ the eigenvalue decomposition in the implementation of SKFAC.
Stale Fisher Information. Some works shows that FIM
changes very slowly in neural network training [18]. At
the same time, due to the high cost of FIM inverse matrix
computation, they generally adopted the periodic computation strategy in the practical application, making a trade off
between the accuracy and time cost, and the higher computation frequency, the more K-FAC will accelerate. We can
also incorporate this strategy into SKFAC.

3.5. Related Work
Currently, there are also some works employing Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury (SMW) formula in the secondorder optimization. O’Leary-Roseberry et al.[16] used the
SMW formula to efficiently solve the Newton rescaled negative gradient. Ren et al.[22] combined the SMW formula with automatic differentiation to efficiently perform
the Newton method and natural gradient descent. However,
these algorithms do not consider the structures of activations and pre-activation derivations. SKFAC differs from
them in that it can use these inherent structures to cleverly
reduce the computation complexity.

4. Experiments
In this section, we exhibit the practical benefits of our
SKFAC on several neural network training tasks using the
published state-of-art architectures as baselines. We conduct experiments on the following three tasks: training
VGG-11 with Cifar-10 dataset; training ResNet-34 with
Cifar-10 dataset; training ResNet-50 with the ImageNet1K dataset. We conduct Cifar-10 experiments on a single GPU and ImageNet-1K on 4 RTX 2080Ti GPUs. Our
method is implemented by PyTorch and Horovod.
Hyper-Parameter Settings. First, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on the tasks of training
VGG11 [24] and ResNet34 [6] with the relatively simple
Cifar-10 dataset. We compare our SKFACs with three baselines (K-FAC, Adam and SGD with momentum). Moreover, we also investigate the sensitivity of the sampling
number sn to the performance of SKFAC-SS. For this purpose, we run SKFAC-SS with different sn settings in {1, 2,
4, 8} one by one. For the sake of fairness, we employ the
warm-up learning rate settings for all methods given in [3]
6
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Figure 1: The convergence curves of SGD, Adam, K-FAC, SKFAC-RS and SKFAC-SS with sampling amount {1, 2, 4, 8} in
terms of validation error and loss for training ResNet34 and VGG11 on Cifar-10.

with a cosine-annealing and initial value of 1e − 3 as depicted in [12], and batch size is set to 32. Since SKFACs
have similar properties as K-FAC, we can directly follow
the settings of hyper-parameters in K-FAC. Thus, the covariance matrix updating period and the corresponding inverse matrix updating period are set to 20 and 200 iterations,
respectively. The damping is set to 0.001.
To verify the efficiency of our proposed algorithms in
training the deep neural network on large-scale datasets,
we use SKFAC-SS and SKFAC-RS to train the ResNet50
[6] with the ImageNet-1K dataset. We compare SKFACs
with three baselines (K-FAC, K-FAC with SUA and SGD
with momentum). One might be interested in K-FAC with
SUA. SUA is a further approximation of the activations for
convolutional layers [4], which can accelerate the computation of FIM. For SGD, we followed the prescription given
by [3] for adapting the learning rate, which is the state-ofthe-art baseline of SGD. For K-FAC and SKFACs, polynomial decay with an initial value of 0.025 and a half-life of 5
epochs is employed to tune the learning rate. Batch size per
GPU is set to 32, and for 4 GPUs the effective batch size is
4 × 32 = 128. The sampling amount sn of SKFAC-SS is
set to 1. Other parameter settings of K-FAC and SKFACs
are the same as those in the Cifar-10 experiment.
Results on Cifar-10. When training ResNet34 and
VGG11 with Cifar-10, following findings confirm the en-

hanced performance of SKFAC-RS and SKFAC-SS. It can
be seen from Fig. 1 that, compared with SGD and ADAM,
K-FAC and SKFACs can achieve significant improvement
in convergence rate which further translates into improvement in validate accuracy. Comparing SKFACs with KFAC, SKFACs obtain a similar convergence property like
that of K-FAC. Although our optimization method may
have some fluctuations in loss function values during the
first dozens of epochs, SKFACs tends to more stable in
the subsequent training process. Moreover, when training
VGG11 which is a relatively shallow network, SGD also
has a fast convergence rate like that of K-FAC and SKFACs.
While training ResNet34, which is a deeper network, the
convergence rate of K-FAC and SKFACs is faster. This is
mainly because with the network getting deeper, SGD is
more likely to be affected by gradient vanishing, while the
second-order optimization algorithm, which leverage a preconditioner to adjust the update step, can effectively suppress the effect of gradient vanishing.
The result of SKFAC-SS with different sn of {1, 2, 4,
8} is also shown in Fig. 1. From the curves, it can be seen
that the overall trend of SKFAC-SSs with different sn settings have a similar convergence property. And, the convergence trends of training validation accuracy are similar
to K-FAC and SKFAC-RS. Then, when we get a close observation of the convergence curves, we will find that in the
173485

ods saves at most 23% training time. In short, our algorithm
has shown its superiority in terms of iteration rounds and
wall-clock time. Fig. 3 shows the faster inversion and less
communication latency leading to the time-saving in computing natural gradient in each iteration.
Table 1: Statistical results of SGD, K-FAC, SKFAC-RS and
SKFAC-SS when reaching the accuracy checkpoint of 75%.
Algorithm
SGD
K-FAC SUA SKFAC-RS SKFAC-SS
Epoch
61
33
39
36
37
Time (min) 1834.8 1544.9 1494.5
1189.5
1206.9
Time Gap +18.76%
0%
-3.3% -23.00%
-21.88%

40

Inverse

Communication

Others

The number represents the ratio to the maximum

35

Time (min)

30

Figure 2: The convergence trends of SGD, K-FAC,
SKFAC-RS and SKFAC-SS during training ResNet50 on
ImageNet-K dataset. Upper: Classification error. Lower:
Loss function value.
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0

first tens epochs, subsampling strategy could cause the fluctuation. By observing the K-FAC convergence curve, KFAC can converge smoothly and stably, but it needs more
computational efforts to compute relatively precious natural gradients. However, due to the moving average strategy, the SKFAC-SS can obtain a stable convergence trend at
the late stage of training as the histories of activations and
pre-activation derivations are accumulated. In terms of the
performance of the finally trained model, SKFAC-SS with
different sampling numbers can work as well as K-FAC and
SKFAC-RS.
Results on ImageNet-1K. When training ResNet-50
with ImageNet-1K dataset, following findings are obtained
from Fig. 2. The carefully tuned SGD baseline converges
very fast during the first 200 min. However, SKFACs can reserve a better convergence property than SGD after 400min.
Since the purpose of developing this algorithm is to speed
up K-FAC by using further curvature approximation, we can
see from Fig. 2 that our algorithm can achieve a good convergence property like that of K-FAC in terms of both the
loss function values and the validate errors. The statistical results of training are listed in Table 1. SGD needs 61
epochs to reach a validate accuracy of 75%. K-FAC needs
33 epochs to achieve it, while SKFAC-RS and SKFAC-SS
need 36/37 epochs. Therefore, it is verified that two proposed algorithms can work as well as K-FAC. Moreover,
from the perspective of running time, our algorithms spend
1206.9 minutes (SKFAC-SS), 1189.5 minutes (SKFAC-RS)
respectively. K-FAC needs 1544.9 minutes and SGD needs
1834.76 minutes. SUA trick results in about a 3% decrease
in overall wall-clock time. Compared to K-FAC, our meth-

SKFAC: RS

SKFAC: SS

Figure 3: The proportions of time spent by computing natural gradients when training ResNet50 on ImageNet-1K.

5. Conclusion
We presented SKFAC, a computationally efficient 2nd
order optimization approach for training neural networks,
which is built on the low-rank approximation of Kronecker
factors. We show that our approach can obtain significantly
reduction of total wall-clock time and achieve competitive
accuracy for training large-scale neural networks on both
Cifar-10 and ImageNet-1K datasets. In a series of validations2 , we demonstrate that utilizing the low-rank natural of Kronecker factors in K-FAC, the proposed variant of
K-FAC achieves more than 20% running time saving than
canonical K-FAC. Summarily, these improvements made
by SKFAC would open up new probabilities of the 2nd order optimization approaches for fast and robustly training of
large-scale neural networks. In future work, we will focus
on enhancing the robustness of SKFAC and further extending it to train the recurrent networks for text classification.
Moreover, the inverse of small matrices can be accelerated
by batch inverse powered by MindSpore[15] and exclusive
chips. Therefore, in the future work, we will implement the
proposed method on MindSpore for better computational
efficiency, which will be available soon.
2 The code is available in https : / / github . com / fL0n9 /
SKFAC-MindSpore.
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